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BEGINNER LESSON
In the falconry beginner’s lesson, you have 
an opportunity to interact with a variety of 
captive-bred, trained birds of prey. At the 
flying grounds, you can watch as hawks fly 
free, and return to a guide for small morsels 
of food. Get an up-close look at several 
endangered species,  including several 

hawks, falcons, eagles and owls. You will also enjoy the engaging
discussion on the history of falconry.

An unforgettable experience, the Falconry Foundation Beginner 
Lesson culminates with each participant donning a custom falconry 
glove and being photographed with one of our trained falcons.

Please wear comfortable shoes and weather appropriate clothing, 
and be sure to bring your camera—this is a rare photographic 
experience you won’t want to miss.

INTERMEDIATE LESSON
Once you’ve had a taste of falconry during the beginner’s lesson, 
you’ll want to book an intermediate lesson—an amazing, hands-on 
excursion with a trained Harris Hawk.

Accompanied by an expert guide, you’ll venture out onto one of 
The Broadmoor’s scenic trails. Once there, you will don a falconry 
glove, and have a trained hawk placed on your gloved fist. Under 
supervision of our expert, you will cast the hawk into a nearby pine 
and watch as it follows you from tree to tree, returning right to your 
glove for a small reward. This is a once in a lifetime experience.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

FALCONRY
At The Broadmoor, we offer a rare opportunity to experience the 4,000 year-old sport 
of falconry. Feel the thrill of working with majestic birds of prey against the backdrop 
of one of the most scenic areas in the country.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
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HUNTING EXPERIENCE
Enjoy the thrill of a live falconry hunt and 
experience Harris Hawks in pursuit of live 
game which might include pheasants, rabbits
or squirrel. Hunts are offered by reservation
from October through March.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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FALCONRY CONTINUED
At The Broadmoor, we offer a rare opportunity to experience the 4,000 year-old sport 
of falconry. Feel the thrill of working with majestic birds of prey against the backdrop 
of one of the most scenic areas in the country.

Beginner Lesson:
 • $135 + Per Participant

 • $105 + Per child (ages 12 and under) 

 Offered Daily at 11:00 am, 
 1:30 pm, and 3:00 pm.

 Other times available by reservation.

All guests are required to sign a release

TARIFFS AND BOOKING DETAILS
Intermediate Lesson:

 • $183 + Per Participant 

 Offered Daily at 9:30 am.

Private Beginner Lesson:
 • $1350 + includes up to 10 participants.

 • Additional participants billed at the rate of   
    $135 + per person.

 Offered Daily by reservation.

Allow 1.25 hours

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



BIKE RENTALS
At The Broadmoor, an entire fleet of high-end mountain bikes are 
at your disposal. Choose from our fleet of Fuji bikes, and feel free to
bring the whole family for a wilderness adventure— we have 
equipment for everyone, including Burley kiddie-trailers, and a full 
range of children’s bikes. Fuji bikes are the highest quality production 
bicycles available in the United States. Our unique rental structure 
allows you to rent a bike for a two or four hour period.

No matter what you choose to ride, you’ll find breathtaking scenery 
at every turn of the amazing trails or meandering neighborhoods 
that surround The Broadmoor property.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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Mountain Bike Rentals:
• $72 + Adult, 2 hour rental

• $95 + Adult, 4 hour rental

• $47 + Child, 2 hour rental

• $30 + Child Trailer

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Bike rentals available daily 9:00 am 
to 5:00 pm.

TARIFFS

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Bike amid the splendor of the Rockies with the luxury  
and service you expect from The Broadmoor.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
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The Best of Colorado Guided Ride:
 Offered daily by reservation

 • Guided, fee includes bike rental, shuttle,  
    water and helmet.

 • $175 + Per Participant 

All guests are required to sign a releaseTARIFFS AND BOOKING DETAILS

GUIDED MOUNTAIN BIKE RIDES
The Best of Colorado:  An experienced guide will select the best local single-
track trails for the group based on experience and skill. Our skilled guides 
can select the perfect technical ride for anyone ranging from beginner to 
advanced riders. Guests will get to experience the best Colorado Springs 
has to offer in Red Rock Canyon, North Cheyenne Canon, or Ute Valley Park. 

Garden of The Gods: Experience the Garden of the Gods by bike. A non-
technical bike tour through the Garden of the Gods where a professional 
guide will provide the best route to view the Garden of the Gods. This tour 
will require some effort as you ride the rolling hills on a paved road around 
the park for approximately 5 miles or less, upon request.

MOUNTAIN BIKING CONTINUED
Bike amid the splendor of the Rockies with the luxury  
and service you expect from The Broadmoor.

Private Guided Rides:

 Offered daily by reservation.

 • $1,600 +,  2 hr. guided ride includes up to 10   
    participants. Additional participants billed at the   
    rate of $150 per person.

 • $1900 +,   4 hr. guided ride includes up to 10   
    participants. Additional participants billed at the   
    rate of $150 per person.

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

The Garden of The Gods Guided Ride:
 Offered daily by reservation

 • Guided, fee includes bike rental, shuttle,  
    water and helmet.

 • $160 + Per Participant



Geocaching allows families and fr iends to work together to 
accomplish the ultimate scavenger hunt by using a combination of 
maps, GPS’s, clues, and answers to complete the quest. Some objects 
and answers can be collected at specific locations while others must 
simply be observed throughout the event.

Locations are given to groups in a random order, allowing the group 
members to prioritize and determine their desired route. Each team will 
select a unique route, however they frequently see each other along the 
way, adding to the competitive nature of the event.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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TARIFFS

GEOCACHING
Test your navigation and detective skills with 
this group GPS based scavenger hunt.

Geocaching Kit:
• $80 + per day

• Includes GPS for 4 people

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

All guests are required to sign a release

Offered daily by appointment, geared 
towards families with younger children

BOOKING DETAILS



The mountains surrounding The Broadmoor are full of classic hikes 
with epic views. Join our seasoned guides and enjoy the opportunity 
which you will have to learn about and experience these spectacular 
areas. The variety of terrain allows our guides to introduce you to a 
wide range of trails during your stay.

Experience the beauty of Garden of the Gods, the serenity of 
Cheyenne Cañon or push yourself to the physical limits as you  
summit Pikes Peak or another one of Colorado’s 14ers. The hikes 
offered vary daily so check in with the Outfitters to see where we are 
hiking today. Please schedule your hike twenty four hours in advance 
so that we can be sure to accommodate your interests.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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Guided Hiking:
• $130 + Per Participant

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Offered daily by reservation

TARIFFS

HIKING
Experience the epic views and unforgettable scenery  
as you experience the joy of hiking the rockies. 

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568
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Looking for a new challenge in a new environment? Grab your family 
and experience the Vertical Challenge at The Broadmoor.

Join your skilled climbing guide and spend a ½ day rock climbing at 
some of the local climbing hot spots which may include Garden of 
the Gods, Cheyenne Cañon, or Red Rock Canyon. Climbing locations 
will be chosen based on the skills of the participants. During this ½ 
day experience, you will learn basic knots, climbing safety, and belay 
techniques. Then, our guides will help you conquer one of our many 
challenging natural routes.

This experience has been designed for the new climber or the 
climber who wants to transition from the indoor gym to real rock. All 
equipment is provided; all you need to bring is a sense of adventure 
and a willingness to have fun.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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The Vertical Challenge:
• $175 + Per Participant

• $50 + Per Observer

TARIFFS

ROCK CLIMBING
Feel the rush of altitude as you participate in
Broadmoor Outfitter’s Vertical Challenge. 

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 3.5 hours

Offered daily by reservation

Full Day Climbing Trip:
• $340 + Per Participant, includes lunch

• $75 + Per Observer, includes lunch



Welcome to the world of paintball. During your stay at The Broadmoor, 
experience one of the fastest growing sports in America. As you arrive 
at our wooded field, you and your team will feel the excitement 
grow as we discuss safety and game rules, and are issued gear and 
paintball markers.

During your two hours at The Broadmoor Outfitters paintball course, 
you will participate in multiple game scenarios. These games might 
include capture the flag, where teams compete to be the first to 
retrieve the opposing team’s flag, or elimination, a timed game where 
the team with the most members left at the end of a predetermined 
time, wins.

The price per person includes everything needed to enjoy the 
competition. Each team member will receive a semi-automatic 
paintball gun, paintballs, and a face shield. So, strap on your goggles 
on and feel the excitement of the pursuit!

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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Paintball:
• $155 + Per Participant. Minimum 4 participants.

• Must be at least 10 years old

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2.5 hours

Offered Tuesday and Friday at 9:30 
AM

TARIFFS

PAINTBALL CHALLENGE
It’s “do or die” time with some good, clean fun!

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568
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The Broadmoor Soaring Adventure is a new addition to Seven Falls. 
During this zip line tour experience guests will explore the Seven Falls 
area from high above on an adrenaline pumping series of unique 
zip lines!

The tour begins well behind the 181 feet of falling water that makes
up the seven waterfalls. All participants will have a chance to view 
the magnificent series of waterfalls located in the 1,250-foot-wall 
box canyon.

Guests have three zip line options, The Woods Course, The Fins 
Course and The Full Course. The Woods Course is highlighted by 
the final zip of nearly 1500 feet. The Fins Course has highlights which 
include two nearly 1800-foot zip lines, suspended bridges and a 70-
foot rappel exit. The Full Course includes the highlights from both 
the Woods and Fins Courses.

The Soaring Adventure is cutting edge in both design and safety 
precautions. Our certified guides will take your group through 
training at our ground school to zipping across large canyons several 
hundred feet in the air.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Offered Daily, hours dependent on 
season and weather.

TARIFFS

BROADMOOR SOARING 
ADVENTURE
Experience the beauty of Seven Falls... By Zip line!

Zip Line Tour:
• Woods Course: $144 + Per Participant

• Fins Course: $179 + Per Participant

• Full Course: $249 + Per Participant

• Must weight between 90 & 250 pounds

*Price varies based on course selection, seasons and options

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Start the morning by experiencing the feel of traditional archery 
with skilled instructors and groomed facilities. Prior to entering 
the shooting range, participants will receive a safety briefing and 
introduction to skills necessary to succeed.

Following archery, try your hand our high powered .22 air rifles. 
Guests will have a chance to shoot at a wide range of dynamic pellet 
rifle targets. Our range is designed to offer participants of all ages a 
chance to be successful in hitting a variety of targets. 

With archery and air rifles out of the way, participants have the chance 
to try their hand at a traditional, 2.5 turn tomahawk throw. Under the 
instruction of a guide, learn the proper technique and skills to stick 
a tomahawk in a wooden target at 8.5 paces.

OUTDOOR SOCIAL
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BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Offered daily at 9:30 AM and 1:30 PM 
with reservation

TARIFFS

 

WILD WEST ADVENTURE
Try your hand at three activities sure to make your  
stay at The Broadmoor  memorable...Archery, Air  
Rifles and Tomahawk Throwing.

Wild West Experience:
• $130 + Per Participant

• Must be at least 10 years old

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



PRIVATE DEMONSTRATIONS 
AND LESSONS

Do you want to create a memorable night 
for your employees or clients? Consider 
reserving the exceptional falconers and birds 
provided by The Falconry Foundation.

During your cocktail hour, falconers and birds will mingle with guests, 
talk about the natural history of the birds, discuss the history of 
falconry and conduct a flying demonstration.

Don’t have time during your cocktail hour? Reserve a private lesson 
just for the members of your group. During this private hour, your 
guests will have a chance to spend time, in a small group setting 
with a falconer and several birds. Typically, your guests will have a 
chance to see hawks, falcons, eagles and owls at our flying field. After 
discussing the birds and their natural history, and viewing the birds 
in action, guests will have a chance to don a falconry glove and have 
their photo taken with one of our trained birds of prey.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

Cocktail Mix & Mingle:
• Available daily at all dining venues.

• $1550 + 

Corporate Falconry Demonstration:
• $1550 + 1/2 hour demonstration for less than 50 attendees

• $1950 + 1 hour demonstration for more than 50 attendees

All guests are required to sign a release

TARIFFS AND BOOKING DETAILS

FALCONRY
Offer your meeting guests a memorable intimate insights into the lives of raptors. By 
spending an evening with these unique birds and The Falconry Foundation staff, your 
attendees will leave having experienced an unforgettable hour.

Private Beginner Lesson:
            
            Offered Monday through Saturday by reservation.  

            Allow 1.25 hours.

• $1350 + includes up to 10 participants

• Additional participants billed at the rate of $130 
   per person

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



BIKE RENTALS
At The Broadmoor, an entire fleet of high-end mountain bikes are 
at your disposal. Choose from our fleet of Fuji bikes, and feel free to
bring the whole family for a wilderness adventure— we have 
equipment for everyone, including Burley kiddie-trailers, and a full 
range of children’s bikes. Fuji bikes are the highest quality production 
bicycles available in the United States. Our unique rental structure 
allows you to rent a bike for a two or four hour period.

No matter what you choose to ride, you’ll find breathtaking scenery 
at every turn of the amazing trails or meandering neighborhoods 
that surround The Broadmoor property.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

Mountain Bike Rentals:
• $72+ Adult, 2 hour rental

• $95 + Adult, 4 hour rental

• $47 + Child, 2 hour rental

• $25 + Trailer

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Bike rentals available daily 9:00 am 
to 5:00 pm.

TARIFFS

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Bike amid the splendor of the Rockies with the luxury  
and service you expect from The Broadmoor.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
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The Best of Colorado Guided Ride:
 Offered daily with reservation

 • Guided, fee includes bike rental, shuttle,  
    water and helmet.

 • $175 + Per Person

All guests are required to sign a releaseTARIFFS AND BOOKING DETAILS

GUIDED MOUNTAIN BIKE RIDES
The Best of Colorado: Have you ever wondered what The Broadmoor 
looks like from a thousand feet above? A ride with spectacular vistas 
and a gradual downhill slope allows Participants to enjoy all of the 
natural beauty around them. After riding the historic Gold Camp 
Road, riders merge onto a classic single track downhill. This ride is 
a perfect fit for one wanting to see a variety of Colorado’s terrain. 
After completing the downhill, bikers are transported to Garden 
of the Gods where they will have the chance to see the grand rock 
formations and ride a variety of trails.

Garden of The Gods: Experience mountain biking on one of our 
world-class mountain bikes, in one of the most unique and beautiful 
settings in the region, The Garden of The Gods. This program includes 
transportation to and from the Garden of the Gods as well as all the 
necessary equipment needed for an exciting ride!

MOUNTAIN BIKING CONTINUED
Bike amid the splendor of the Rockies with the luxury  
and service you expect from The Broadmoor.

Private Guided Rides:

 Offered daily with reservation

 • $1,600 +,  2 hr. guided ride includes up to 10   
   participants. Additional participants billed at the   
   rate of $145 per person.

 • $1900 +,   4 hr. guided ride includes up to 10   
   participants. Additional participants billed at the   
   rate of $145 per person.

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

The Garden of The Gods Guided Ride:
 Offered daily with reservation

 • Guided, fee includes bike rental, shuttle,  
    water and helmet.

 • $160 + Per Person

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
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Gold Camp Road Biking
 Offered daily with reservation

 • Guided, fee includes bike rental, shuttle,  
    water and helmet.

 • $167 + Per Person 

All guests are required to sign a releaseTARIFFS AND BOOKING DETAILS

GUIDED MOUNTAIN BIKE RIDES
Gold Camp Road Bik ing:  Have you ever wondered what The 
Broadmoor looks like from a thousand feet above? A ride with 
spectacular vistas and a gradual downhill slope allows Participants to 
enjoy all of the natural beauty around them. After riding the historic 
Gold Camp Road, riders merge onto a classic single track downhill. 
This ride is a perfect fit for one wanting to see a variety of Colorado’s 
terrain. After completing the downhill, bikers are transported to 
Garden of the Gods where they will have the chance to see the grand 
rock formations and ride a variety of trails.

MOUNTAIN BIKING CONTINUED
Bike amid the splendor of the Rockies with the luxury  
and service you expect from The Broadmoor.

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Explore the hidden depths of our local cave! Enjoy the natural 
wonders of this beautiful, historic landmark. Marvel at the grandeur 
of the undeveloped sections of the cave.

Be prepared to get dirty with this tour as we will be down low, crawling 
through small passageways lit only by your headlamp. Your group 
will enjoy this private excursion deep into one of the highest caves 
open to the public.

Forget the well traveled paths most guests choose to travel. You and 
your group will be off the beaten path and deep in the caverns below 
Pikes Peak. This is a truly unforgettable experience.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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Private Guided Caving:
• $152 + per person.

• Minimum 10 participants; maximum 30 participants.

• Headlamps provided.  

• Guests must bring clothes and shoes that can get muddy.

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 4 hours

Offered daily by reservation

TARIFFS

CAVING
Explore the hidden depths of Colorado’s caverns!

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Start the morning by experiencing the feel of traditional archery 
with skilled instructors and groomed facilities. Prior to entering 
the shooting range, participants will receive a safety briefing and 
introduction to skills necessary to succeed.

Following archery, try your hand our high powered .22 air rifles. 
Guests will have a chance to shoot at a wide range of dynamic pellet 
rifle targets. Our range is designed to offer participants of all ages a 
chance to be successful in hitting a variety of targets. 

With archery and air rifles out of the way, participants have the chance 
to try their hand at a traditional, 2.5 turn tomahawk throw. Under the 
instruction of a guide, learn the proper technique and skills to stick 
a tomahawk in a wooden target at 8.5 paces.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

TARIFFS

 

WILD WEST ADVENTURE
Try your hand at three activities sure to make your  
stay at The Broadmoor  memorable...Archery, Air  
Rifles and Tomahawk Throwing.

Private Wild West Adventure:
• $1300 + includes up to 10 participants.

• Additional participants $125 +

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Start your evening activity by experiencing the feel of traditional 
archery with our skilled instructors. With our beautiful, portable 
targets, we are able to provide this activity in most locations. You 
can come and go as you please! Grab some appetizers, watch your 
coworkers and friends hit a bullseye, then grab a bow and try it 
yourself!

Once you have hit the bullseye, try your hand throwing traditional 
tomahawks! With help from our talented guides, throw the tomahawk 
2.5 turns and sink it into the wooden target. Be careful, you will soon 
have a crowd watching!

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

TARIFFS

 

TOMAHAWK TOSS AND ARCHERY
Add an exciting edge to your cocktail hour or 

evening event!

Tomahawk Throwing:
• $1200 + 

• Great for large groups with limited space

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

Archery
• $1200 + 

• Perfect for large groups who want to add some adventure 

to their evening activity



To build a successful business, you need a business team that works 
effectively together through thick and thin. Laser Tag Team building 
activities can help your team improve communication, maintain team 
motivation and improve productivity by identifying the strengths and 
weaknesses of team members.

Laser tag covers four crucial team-building activities:
• Problem Solving/ Logic Skill Building/ Vital Decision Making Skills
• Effective Communication
• Adaptability
• Team Trust

Our laser tag specialists will help your corporate team focus on issues 
preventing the team from developing the team further. Some laser tag 
team building activities will include promoting creativity, improving
time management sk i l ls  and developing effective business 
collaboration.

Team building activities should never feel like work. Laser tag is a fun 
team building activity that will help your corporate team learn about
each other while still maintaining a slight competitive challenge for 
the team to learn from.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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LASER TAG
Build your team and have a blast using the
latest in laser tag technology!

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

Private Laser Tag Experience:
• $1995 + includes up to 20 participants.

• Additional participants $65 +

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 3 hours

Offered by appointment

TARIFFS



This 26-foot outdoor movie screen can be set up practically anywhere 
your group wants to get together. Whether it’s on the golf course, in 
the formal gardens, or at a poolside deck party, Fresh Air Films adds 
that perfect custom touch to a formal dinner presentationor an air of 
whimsical fun to an outdoor movie party.

Our state-of-the-art system makes your video presentation come to 
life with top-notch commercial grade audio-visual technology. Our 
qualified staff will consult, design and execute a custom outdoor 
projection, screen, and sound system for your special event. Leave 
the work to us while you sit back, breathe in the fresh air, and enjoy 
the show.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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FRESH AIR FILMS
Customize your own drive-in movie... 

What a great idea!

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

Private Fresh Air Films:
• $2350 + plus film exhibition rights

• Includes up to 250 participants

BOOKING DETAILS

Allow 2-3 hours

Available daily by reservation

TARIFFS



If you’re looking for a great way to really see The Broadmoor 
Property — or a really fun way to get your heart pumping — come 
give Orienteering a try. 

Known as “the thinking man’s running game,” Orienteering is a 
fast-paced and exciting challenge that tests your map and compass 
reading skills. Following a brief instruction period on either map 
and compass or GPS principles, teammates must work together to 
collaboratively navigate a preset course through the woods. Once 
you’ve reached a checkpoint marked on a detailed map, you punch 
your card with a distinct punch, available only at that checkpoint.

In order to succeed, teams must rely on the skills and knowledge of 
their teammates. Upon completion of the course, the facilitator has an 
opportunity to explore with the group, their leadership styles, the way 
they reacted to ambiguity, and their overall group decision making
process.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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CHEYENNE CANYON QUEST
Learn the skill off orienteering as you explore the wilds 
that surround The Broadmoor.

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

Cheyenne Canyon Quest:
• $1450 +, includes up to 10 participants.

• Additional participants billed at the rate of $140 + per person.

• Maximum of 70 total participants.

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2 hours

Offered by appointment

TARIFFS



Explore The Broadmoor in a whole new way using our app based 
scavenger hunt. This interactive activity is perfect for groups large or 
small. The Broadmoor Hunt utilizes your phone’s camera and video 
functions in order to complete challenges around the hotel premises. 

Some of these challenges include taking a picture or video while 
some challenges require more interaction. There are three staffed 
challenges that allow teams to earn additional points. Uncover the 
history that surrounds you as you follow clues and solve riddles that 
make The Broadmoor a unique functioning museum.

The Broadmoor Hunt allows guests to challenge one another as 
individual teams or work together to accomplish the 35+ challenges 
spanning all corners of the resort. Questions are given to groups 
in a random order, allowing the group members to prioritize and 
determine their desired route. Each team will select a unique route, 
however they frequently see each other along the way, adding to the 
competitive nature of the event. 

See what the competition is up to with a live feed leaderboard and 
real time feedback from Broadmoor Outfitters staff. This is the perfect 
way to get the whole group exploring the beauty and history that is 
The Broadmoor.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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BROADMOOR HUNT
Discovery the exciting history of the Broadmoor as you 

race to earn more points than your fellow teams.

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

Broadmoor Hunt:
• $155 + per person.

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2-3 hours

Offered by appointment

TARIFFS



OUTDOOR CORPORATE
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1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

Looking for a new challenge in a new environment? Grab your family 
and experience the Vertical Challenge at The Broadmoor.

Join your skilled climbing guide and spend a ½ day rock climbing at 
some of the local climbing hot spots which may include Garden of 
the Gods, Cheyenne Cañon, or Red Rock Canyon. Climbing locations 
will be chosen based on the skills of the participants. During this ½ 
day experience, you will learn basic knots, climbing safety, and belay 
techniques. Then, our guides will help you conquer one of our many 
challenging natural routes.

This experience has been designed for the new climber or the 
climber who wants to transition from the indoor gym to real rock. All 
equipment is provided; all you need to bring is a sense of adventure 
and a willingness to have fun.

Corporate Vertical Challenge:
• $175 + per participant

TARIFFS

ROCK CLIMBING
Feel the rush of altitude as you participate in
Broadmoor Outfitter’s Vertical Challenge. 

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 3.5 hours

Offered daily with reservation
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1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568

Welcome to the world of paintball. During your stay at The Broadmoor, 
experience one of the fastest growing sports in America. As you arrive 
at our wooded field, you and your team will feel the excitement 
grow as we discuss safety and game rules, and are issued gear and 
paintball markers.

During your two hours at The Broadmoor Outfitters paintball course, 
you will participate in multiple game scenarios. These games might 
include capture the flag, where teams compete to be the first to 
retrieve the opposing team’s flag, or elimination, a timed game where 
the team with the most members left at the end of a predetermined 
time, wins.

The price per person includes everything needed to enjoy the 
competition. Each team member will receive a semi-automatic 
paintball gun, paintballs, and a face shield. So, strap on your goggles 
on and feel the excitement of the pursuit!

Paintball:
• $1550 + includes up to 10 participants.

• Additional participants $150 +

• Suited for ages 10 or older.

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 3 hours

Offered Monday through Saturday 
at 9:00 am.

TARIFFS

PAINTBALL CHALLENGE
It’s “do or die” time with some good, clean fun!



The Broadmoor Soaring Adventure is a new addition to Seven Falls. 
During this zip line tour experience guests will explore the Seven Falls 
area from high above on an adrenaline pumping series of unique 
zip lines!

The tour begins well behind the 181 feet of falling water that makes
up the seven waterfalls. All participants will have a chance to view 
the magnificent series of waterfalls located in the 1,250-foot-wall 
box canyon.

Guests have three zip line options, The Woods Course, The Fins 
Course and The Full Course. The Woods Course is highlighted by 
the final zip of nearly 1500 feet. The Fins Course has highlights which 
include two nearly 1800-foot zip lines, suspended bridges and a 70-
foot rappel exit. The Full Course includes the highlights from both 
the Woods and Fins Courses.

The Soaring Adventure is cutting edge in both design and safety 
precautions. Our certified guides will take your group through 
training at our ground school to zipping across large canyons several 
hundred feet in the air.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Offered daily, hours dependent on 
season

TARIFFS

BROADMOOR SOARING 
ADVENTURE
Experience the beauty of Seven Falls... By Zip line!

Zip Line Tour:
• $1080 -1880* + includes up to 8 participants.

• Must weight between 90 & 250 pounds

*Price varies based on course selection, seasons and options

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



The mountains surrounding The Broadmoor are full of classic hikes 
with epic views. Join our seasoned guides and enjoy the opportunity 
which you will have to learn about and experience these spectacular 
areas. The variety of terrain allows our guides to introduce you to a 
wide range of trails during your stay.

Experience the beauty of Garden of the Gods, the serenity of 
Cheyenne Cañon or push yourself to the physical limits as you  
summit Pikes Peak or another one of Colorado’s 14ers. The hikes 
offered vary daily so check in with the Outfitters to see where we are 
hiking today. Please schedule your hike twenty four hours in advance 
so that we can be sure to accommodate your interests.

OUTDOOR CORPORATE
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

Guided Hiking:
• $140* + per person

*Price varies based on length, duration, and location

BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Offered daily by appointment

TARIFFS

HIKING
Experience the epic views and unforgettable scenery  
as you experience the joy of hiking the rockies. 

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



CONCEPT
At The Broadmoor Leadership Center, we believe in learning by 
doing. Take a group of people with varied interests, skills and 
backgrounds, put them together in an outdoor setting, present them 
with a challenging situation, and watch the learning begin. All of our 
adventure learning activities are geared at creating experiences from
which a team can learn team-based skills that can be implemented 
in an office setting.

TEAM BUILDING PHILOSOPHY
Founded on the principle that “the company that laughs together 
lasts”, The Broadmoor Leadership Center is here to bring your 
meeting to life, revitalize existing teams, and help you take your 
team members to new heights. We’ve built a reputation by creating 
innovative team building programs that develop strong, productive 
teams.

APPROACH
From the moment of first contact, The Broadmoor Leadership Center 
works with you as a partner. The content, flow and details of your 
experience will be custom designed, based on your stated goals and
desired outcomes. Our creative process is an interactive one. Once 
we’ve designed a custom program, we look to all parties involved for 
input and ideas. This winning formula, will help you and your team 
achieve their goals.

Whether you choose to have us facilitate understanding and team 
cohesion through the use of The Myers Briggs Type Indicator, or 
decide to reach for the clouds on our Vertical Challenge, we can 
design a program that will be both meaningful and memorable for 
the members of your team.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

THE LEADERSHIP CENTER
Combining the finest meeting facilities with cutting 
edge leadership and team development curriculum.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



LEADERSHIP
Our President, Duane Zobrist, passionately believes in experiential 
based training and development. He was first introduced to the 
experiential concept while earning his Masters Degree in Public 
Administration, and has been a proponent of its’ strengths from that 
point onward. Duane is involved in the program design and often in 
the facilitation as well. 

Duane’s enthusiasm and desire for everyone to excel seems almost
infectious. Whether your team is learning the skills necessary to 
navigate our orienteering course, learning to find your way with a GPS 
, or learning the nuts and bolts of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 
Duane and his staff are here to infuse a combination of humor and 
success.

LOCATION
Located in the mountains of Colorado, our office sits on the 
property of one of America’s preeminent resorts, The Broadmoor. 
The combination of our skilled facilitators, quality equipment, and 
meeting resources of The Broadmoor, guarantees your training or 
team building event will be a success. Whether you are interested in 
an indoor organizational effectiveness workshop, such as Personal 
Preferences and Team Performance, or are looking to galvanize your 
team’s relationships, we have the resources to make it happen.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

THE LEADERSHIP CENTER CONTINUED
Combining the finest meeting facilities with cutting 
edge leadership and team development curriculum.

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



ARE INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
WORKING FOR OR AGAINST YOUR TEAM?
Experience a powerful transformation as we spend a day sharpening 
your team’s performance from the inside out. Through the use of the 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator© we will identify various personality 
preferences of team members and define your team’s profile. 
Understanding group and personal dynamics is an invaluable 
tool for creating a new team synergy and achieving new levels of 
performance.

DOES SITTING IN A MEETING ROOM, TALKING ABOUT 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE PREFERENCES SEEM LIKE A WAY 
TO ENERGIZE A TEAM?
We don’t think so! The Broadmoor Leadership Center has coupled 
personal insights gained from this classic personality type indicator 
with engaging and challenging activities, which yield powerful new 
perspectives at the individual and team levels. 

A TEAM APPROACH
By examining personal and team preferences, you will learn to 
identify team strengths and possible blind spots. Nothing is more 
important to organizational success than a collaborative management 
team. Occasionally, collaboration can be a challenge within a group 
of intelligent, hard-driving senior managers. The insights gained 
by experiencing personal preferences in action can convert this 
challenge from a source of team conflict to a source of strength 
dramatically increasing team productivity.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

TEAM PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP
An experiential approach to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator©

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



STRATEGIC OUTCOMES
Our goal is to create opportunities for your team to experience 
personal preferences or psychological type in action. By including 
interactive challenges into this Myers-Briggs workshop, your 
team will glean a deeper understanding of this powerful team 
development tool.

Your team will:

• Identify areas of strength and possible team blind spots

• Clarify team behavior

• Match team assignments and personal preferences

• Provide a framework to better identify and diffuse conflict

• Define the inherent strengths and challenges of your team, both  
   in working together and with employees

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

TEAM PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP CONTINUED
An experiential approach to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator©

Team Performance Workshop
• $685.00 per person

• Minimum 8 participants.

BOOKING DETAILS

This 1 1/2 day program includes an 
online administration of the Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator, custom reports 
for each participant and insights to 
jump start your team.

Available daily by reservation.

TARIFFS

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



This exciting afternoon starts with a quest to decode the secrets of 
The Broadmoor history. As you and your team decipher the clues 
you will see many unique Broadmoor locations. Find the picture of 
early American settlers or the history of dusty bottles and you will 
be rewarded greatly.

As you visit each location you will collect tokens which can be 
exchanged for the equipment necessary to build a high powered 
water rocket.  Watch in amazement as the rockets you have 
constructed reach the 200 ft mark. This activity is one you will 
remember.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

OUT OF THE PARK
High power water rockets, secret clues, 
and an afternoon of fun.

Rocket Launch:
• $104 + per person.

• Minimum 8 participants; maximum 75 participants.

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2 hours

Available daily by reservation

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



This individual activity gives the participants a chance to experience 
the unmatched scener y of  the mountains surrounding The 
Broadmoor.

Participants will begin with a 2-mile hike on a local trail. After the 
short hike, mount a bike for an equally scenic 10-mile bike ride.

This moderately demanding activity takes between 2 and 3 hours 
to complete. Come experience Colorado in a new and exciting way.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

THE BROADMOOR ADVENTURE RACE
Hike, and bike the wild side of Colorado.

Adventure Race:
• Prices vary based on selected race format.

• Minimum 10 participants; maximum 95 participants.

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2-3 hours

Available daily by reservation

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



This adventure includes multi-sensory puzzlers, physical challenges, 
problem solving tasks, building challenges and kinetic game 
playing. And guess what? Our proprietary app keeps track of your 
progress and let’s the other teams know where they stand on the 
leaderboard.

The experience begins with a fun brain tweaker that helps spread the 
teams departure times by a few minutes. Once the race starts, each 
team can use taxis, rental cars, scooters or whatever other mode 
of transportation they choose, to race around the chosen location. 
One caveat: they must always stay together as a team.

Teams will complete photo challenges, unlock clues using QR codes, 
find hints with bluetooth beacons, decipher gps coordinates and 
experience augmented reality as they navigate their way through 
the challenges, all while documenting the teams progress on our
proprietary app.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

SCAVENGER OX...
..The Broadmoor Adventure Race

Discover...Document...Dominate

Scavenger Ox Adventure Race:
• Base Price: $155 + per person plus expenses

• Price will increase as team performance challenges   
   and other options are added.

• Minimum 4 participants; maximum 400 participants.

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2-8 hours, depending on format

Available daily by reservation

CUSTOMIZATION
The challenges and clues are customized to reflect your unique location as well as emphasize the unique 
aspects of your corporate culture. You can select from a huge and exciting assortment of challenges that 
require a variety of personal and team skills. You may choose based on your company goals for this team 
builder or let us select for you. Either way, the challenge will be themed to the specific locale. Start wherever 
you wish, go wherever you like, and finish wherever you choose. Did we mention that we can design an 
Scavenger Ox to run in any city you choose? It is truly a versatile platform for a team dynamics program; 
completely adaptable to your needs, group size and location!

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Imagine building a beautiful family home nestled amidst rolling hills 
and manicured lawns of The Broadmoor...nice? No way. After it is
built, you realize you and the neighbors are simply incompatible. 
The solution, talk it out and come to some agreement, or pull out
your secret weapon, the Domestic Demolition Cannon. You decide 
the only way to recover your view and regain your piece of mind
is demolition. Little did you know, your neighbors have the same 
plan, they decide to try and level your newly constructed home by 
using a high velocity projectile cannon. The only recourse...level 
theirs! In this game, each team will build a palatial scale model of 
their ideal home out of material provided. Then it will be placed on 
the firing range to become cannon fodder.

During this unforgettable game, teams build a structure out of the 
materials provide. The materials may include foam core, dowels, 
epoxy, yardsticks, or other similar items. The finished houses are 
anywhere from 1-3 feet tall and exhibit the constructing team’s 
uniqueness. Once built, we move them to our firing range where 
teams have a chance to demolish each other ’s creations using 
custom designed pneumatic cannons that fire everything from 
tennis balls to eggs. Combine the need for collaboration, creativity 
and destruction and your team will have an afternoon to remember.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

DOMESTIC DEMOLITION
Taking a property dispute to the next level!

Domestic Demolition:
• Prices vary based on group size.

• Minimum 8 participants; maximum 45 participants.

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2 hours

Available daily by reservation

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



The Battle of the Bridges has been called “Wile E. Coyote meets 
Frank Lloyd Wright”. Get the picture? No? Okay I’ll lay it out for you. 
The Battle of the Bridges is one of the dastardliest challenges ever 
designed by the minds of The Broadmoor Leadership Center. We’ve 
applied a huge dose of testosterone and a tsunami of Jolt Cola to
design this building challenge to end all building challenges.

Teams are provided with the materials and tools to build a bridge 
spanning a 2-foot wide river. What materials, what tools you say? 
Each team is equipped with a Black & Decker workmate, power drill, 
saws, screwdrivers, wire rope, worktables, lumber, screws, and other 
construction items. Once the design and construction is complete, 
the bridges, along with a can of soda (cleverly disguised as an 
atomic fuel cell), are placed in the Atomic Pulverizer; a pneumatic 
ram, powered wedge robot capable of applying enough force to 
crush a small tank. The angst of the group, watching the Pulverizer 
slowly extend its evil looking ram towards its next bridge victim is 
palpable. The fiendish machine measures the amount of force the 
bridge supports before the can of soda under the bridge finally 
explodes all over the blast shields.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

THE BATTLE OF THE BRIDGES
Experience the true meaning of pressure!

The Battle of the Bridges:
• Prices vary based on group size.

• Minimum 8 participants; maximum 45 participants.

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2 hours

Available daily by reservation

Teams must make a myriad of decisions regarding the design of their bridge, location of their support towers 
and a host of other issues during construction. Scoring is not only based on the pressure the bridge supports 
but also the width of the span, efficient use of materials and quality of construction.

This is an exercise in collaboration, inventory control, speed, creativity, building skills and many other key 
challenges found in business situations every single day. The Atomic Pulverizer will teach your team the 
meaning of PRESSURE!

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Everyone knows the company with the greatest fire or passion is 
often the most successful. What is preventing your teams’ success? 
A common road block to success is inter-departmental competition. 
In today’s competitive business market, teams often forget the 
synergy that comes from collaboration and tend to automatically 
compete with their key associates.

Fun, exhilarating and mentally demanding, FireQuest is designed
to spotlight the importance of collaboration and demonstrate the
natural tendency of most teams to unnecessarily compete. After an 
introduction to the program concepts, teams are introduced to many 
new challenges, all designed to promote inter-team collaboration. 
As teams learn the skills necessary to use a GPS unit, and then locate 
specific locations around the resort property, they experience the 
importance of utilizing the natural skills of each team member.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

FIREQUEST
Sparking energy through team synergy.

Firequest:
• $155 + per person.

• Minimum 8 participants; maximum 250 participants

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2.5 hours

Available daily by reservation

During FireQuest, team members must seek out a variety of checkpoints that are assigned different 
values determined by ease of access, distance and difficulty, while racing against the clock. Planning and 
communication are vital for success. While completing the GPS course, each team collects the tools necessary 
to build a small fire using flint and steel. In order to successfully start the fire, a team must utilize every piece 
retrieved. Much like the workplace team, if one element is under used or missing, success can be near
impossible to achieve.

After an extensive debrief, teams will understand the natural tendency to compete automatically, even when 
competition is unnecessary. As a reminder of the lessons learned, each team member takes home a custom 
designed fire kit to help reinforce the lessons learned.

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Navigate your way through the woods with a map and compass. 
Determine the best way to cross a river. Pedal a mountain bike 
circuit. Overcome obstacles placed in your path.

Fun,  exhi larating and mental ly  demanding,  The Broadmoor 
Challenge is  definitely one of our most popular family and 
team-building activities. Based on the sport of adventure racing, 
The Broadmoor Challenge requires a group to work together, 
collaborating to develop a strategy to accumulate points.

During The Challenge, team members must seek out a variety 
of checkpoints that are assigned different values determined by 
ease of access, distance and difficulty, while racing against the 
clock. Planning and communication are vital for success. The most 
effective teams assess the individual member’s strengths and use 
their resources to successfully pass through as many checkpoints 
as possible to maximize their score.

The Broadmoor Challenge is very flexible and is custom designed 
to meet the specific goals of your group. Thanks to its flexibility, 
The Broadmoor Challenge is perfect for groups of any size – and 
participants of all ages can compete on an even scale. Whether 
you’re trying to build a workplace team’s esprit-de-corps or looking 
for a different and fun way to spend an afternoon with your friends 
and family, The Broadmoor Challenge is the way to go.

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

THE BROADMOOR CHALLENGE
A navigational race that appeals to the whole crowd.

The Broadmoor Challenge:
• $215+ per person.

• Minimum 10 participants; maximum 180 participants.

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 2-6 hours, depending on format

Available daily by reservation

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568



Sound impossible? Then get ready to make the impossible a reality.
This is truly an unforgettable event.

Your group will see and experience that one’s beliefs about fire 
and human flesh don’t always apply. Our expert fire walk trainer 
will take you through a real and lasting journey as you learn to 
extinguish limiting beliefs and allow the formerly impossible to 
become possible.

Empowerment will take on a whole new definition as you walk 
barefooted across several feet of live, glowing coals. Your evening
fire walk includes transportation, equipment, expert instruction, 
and event photos.

This fire walking event generates lasting enthusiasm and a deep 
sense that every player on the team can make a positive difference.
Nothing accelerates personal empowerment and group bonding 
faster than this. Absolutely nothing!

TEAMBUILDING
www.broadmooroutfitters.com

FIREWALK
That’s right…actually WALK on fire!

Private Guided Fire Walk:
• $14,500 plus expenses

TARIFFS BOOKING DETAILS

All guests are required to sign a release

Allow 6 hours

Available daily by reservation

1 Lake Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Office 719.208.3568


